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1. Door drive device with latching mechanism for lifts, in which device a cage door, 

which is connectible through a coupling mechanism with a shaft door and is movable in 

the region of the storeys by a door drive (1), wherein the coupling mechanism consists 

of an entraining member parallelogram (18) borne at a cage door leaf (11.1) and two

' coupling rollers (19, 20) arranged at each shaft door and the door drive (1) comprises 

a drive motor (2) arranged above the cage, an intermediate gear (3) and a belt-shaped 

drive means (7), which is connected through an actuating organ with the cage door and 

fixes the cage door in the closed and in the open setting and the latching mechanism 

comprises a pivotably borne cage door latch (46), which is monitored by a safety 

contact (53), is arrestable at an abutment, latches by its own weight in a retaining 

position and which is urgeable by an actuating equipment into a releasing position, 

characterised thereby, that the actuating organ arranged at the cage door is a control cam 

(15), which actuates the entraining member parallelogram (18) by way of a pull rod 

(36), is borne to be rotatable at a sliding carriage (11.1) of a sliding door leaf (12.1) 

and which is articulatediy connected with the drive means (7) by way of a toggle lever 

(14) and that a roller (27), on which the outline of the control cam (15) rolls along, is 

borne to be rotatable and non-dispiaceable at the sheet metal carrier (9) on the closing 

side.

.../2
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2. Door drive device according to claim 1, characterised thereby, that an axle (24), 

which projects into a cut-out (25) of a metal retaining plate (23) and comprises an 

elastic buffer (44), which is,present at the end of the cut-out (25) and limits the 

rotation of the control cam (15) in opening direction, is arranged at the control cam 

(15).
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DOOR DRIVE DEVICE WITH LATCHING MECHANISM FOR LIFTS

Description

The present invention concerns a door drive device with latching mechanism for 

lifts, in which device a cage door, which is connectable through a coupling mechanism

5 with a shaft door, is movable in the region of the storeys by a door drive, wherein the 

coupling mechanism consists of an entraining member parallelogram borne at a cage 

door leaf and two coupling rollers arranged at each shaft door and the door drive 

comprises a drive motor arranged above the cage, an intermediate gear and a belt-shaped 

drive means, which is connected through an actuating organ with the cage door and fixes

1 0 the cage door in the closed and in the open setting and the latching mechanism comprises 

a pivotably borne cage door latch, which is monitored by a safety contact, is arrestable 

at an abutment, latches by its own weight in a retaining position and which is urgeable 

by an actuating equipment into a releasing position.

A door drive device of that kind with latching mechanism for lifts has become

1 5 known by the EP-OS 0 164 581, in which device an entraining member parallelogram,

which is arranged at the cage door for the coupling of the cage door with a shaft door, co

operates with two roller spigots fastened at each shaft door. A pawl, which is controlled 

by the entraining member parallelogram and an angle iever, holds the cage door in a 

latched setting on the one hand with the entraining member parallelogram closed for the

2 0 free passage through a storey not driven towards on the other hand with the fully opened

entraining member parallelogram, for example in the case of current failure, outside a 

storey. The pawl is opened when the cage is situated in the region of a storey in that a 

control roller arranged at the angle lever runs up onto a controi cam arranged at the 

shaft door and turns the angle lever, for which the pawl is led out of the latching. This

2 5 unlatching takes place in every storey driven towards or in the case of current failure

when the lift cage is situated within the door opening zone of a storey. The cage door and 

the coupled-on shaft door are according to the state either opened automatically by the 

door drive or can be pressed open manually. The cage door however remains latched 

when the lift cage, for example in the case of current failure, is situated outside the door

3 0 opening zone of a storey.

A disadvantage of this device lies in that a control cam, which must in every

storey co-operate exactly with the drive device arranged at the cage and therefore

requires accurate and expensive reguiating operations on the building site, is required

in each storey for the unlatching of the cage door latching.
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A further door drive device with latching mechanism for lifts of similar mode of 

construction has become known by the EP-A-0 332 841. in this device, the cage door is 

likewise connectable with the shaft door by a coupling mechanism in the region of the 

storeys, wherein again an entraining member parallelogram arranged at a cage door leaf

5 and two coupling rollers arranged at each shaft door leaf co-operate. The closed 

entraining member parallelogram during free travel passes through between the 

coupling rollers of a shaft door, but couples to the coupling rollers through the opening 

of the entraining member parallelogram in a target storey. The closing of the entraining 

member parallelogram in the normal case takes place through the door drive device, for

1 0 which an actuating lever, which is articulatedly connected with a belt-shaped drive 

means of the door drive device and the entraining member parallelogram and which is 

pivotable to and fro between two fixedly placed elastic abutments, closes the entraining 

member parallelogram through a pivotal movement in counterclockwise sense. The 

opening of the entraining member parallelogram is performed by the force of a tension

1 5 spring engaging at the actuating lever and at the base plate of the entraining member

parallelogram either in the case of the current motor being free of current or in the case 

switching-over of the drive motor, which is regulated by a microprocessor, in the 

opening direction. If this opening takes place within the door opening zone of a storey, 

the entraining member parallelogram is held by the coupling rollers of the shaft door in

2 0 a central position, in which a ramp cam of the entraining member parallelogram is

pressed together paralleily and a control cam arranged at the ramp curve in that case 

unlatches the cage door latching. At the same time, the entraining member 

parallelogram is latched in this central position by an additional latching equipment.

A disadvantage of this device lies in that a laborious and expensive regulation for

2 5 the door drive motor is required for an unobjectionable door actuation, that the

entraining member parallelogram and the cage door latching are arranged spatially one 

beside the other and the door drive device is useable only conditionally when differently 

high shaft doors must be actuated for the same lift and that an additional latching for the 

open entraining member parallelogram is required for the opening movement of the

3 0 doors by the door drive device.
The invention is based on the task of proposing a door drive device, in which no

control cams for the unlatching of the cage door latching need to be arranged at the

individual shaft doors and which sets lower quality demands on the door motor control

and regulation and which requires no additional latching for the entraining member

3 5 parallelogram.
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• · ·

This problem is solved by the invention characterised in the claim 1.

The advantages achieved by the invention are to be seen substantially in that it is 

possible through the spatially separate arrangement of the latching and of the entraining 

member parallelogram to displace the entraining member parallelogram downwardly

5 through simple prolongation of the pull rod connecting both the parts together. This 

permits a simple adaptation for the coupling between cage door and shaft door in the case 

of different shaft door heights at the same lift. With this arrangement, it is also possible 

in simple manner to execute special entraining member parallelograms which are drawn 

away from the shaft door threshold during the travel for enlargement of the critical

1 0 passage play.

A further advantage also lies in that the actuation of the entraining member 

paraiielogram as well as the beginning of the door movement through a control cam and a 

toggle lever enables a low-jerk opening and closing of the entraining member 

paraiielogram and the door on the closing side. Thereby, the door motor control and

1 5 regulation of comparatively similar door drives can be simplified and cheapened

substantially.

An example of embodiment of the invention is explained more closely in the 

following and illustrated on the accompanying drawings. There show:

Figure 1 an elevation of a door drive device with a three-leaf telescopically sliding

2 0 cage door, the door suspensions and the entraining member

• · · «• · ·

• · · ·» · • · · ·

Figure 2

25 Figure 3

Figure 4

30 Figure 5

Figure 6

parallelogram,

a plan view of the three-leaf telescopically sliding cage door with the door 

suspensions and, hinted at, the entraining member parallelogram and the 

coupling rollers of a shaft dor,

a side elevation of the door drive device with the door suspensions and the 

door leaves to the telescopically sliding cage door, 

a detail of a control cam for the actuation of the entraining member 

parallelogram as binding member between the door drive and the 

telescopic cage door in a closed setting,

a detail of the control cam for the actuation of the entraining member 

parallelogram in an opening setting»

an elevation of the entraining member parallelogram in a closed setting 

with a latched cage door latch, indicated in chain-dotted lines, both the 

other possible settings of the entraining member parallelogram, in an
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1 Ο

1 5

• · ·

20

25

30

open setting and in a half-open setting limited by the coupling rollers of a 

shaft door,

Figure 7 a side elevation of the entraining member parallelogram according to 

Figure 6,

Figure 8 an elevation of the cage door latching in latched setting, with the control 

cam and a pull rod for the actuation of the hinted-at entraining member 

parallelogram and

Figure 9 an elevation of the cage door latching in unlatched setting, with the control 

cam, the pull rod for the actuation of the hinted-at entraining member 

parallelogram and an equipment for the unlatching of the cage door 

latching.

A door drive of a lift installation is denoted by 1, in the Figures 1, 2 and 3. The 

door drive 1 consists of a drive motor 2, an intermediate gear 3, a drive belt 4, a drive 

roller 5, a tensionable deflecting roller 6 and a belt-shaped drive means 7. The door 

drive 1 is built up on a sheet metal carrier 9 arranged at the roof of a lift cage above a 

door opening 8. Arranged at the same sheet metal carrier 9 are also guide rails 10.1, 

10.2 and 10.3 for the reception of sliding carriages 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3, which each 

carry a respective individual door leaf 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3. The first sliding carriage 

11.1 is connected articulatodly with the belt-shaped drive means 7 by a clamping 

element 13 by way of a toggle lever 14 and a control cam 15. This connection is 

illustrated more clearly to a larger scale in the Figures 4 and 5. Both the other sliding 

carriages 11.2 and 11.3 are connected by in themselves known cable pulls 16 and 17 

for the entrainment each with the other and with the first sliding carriage 11.1 The 

position of an entraining member parallelogram 18 arranged at the first sliding 

carriage and of a pivotably borne cage door latch 46 as well as of a fixed and a movable 

coupling roller 19 and 20 of the respective shaft door is illustrated in chain-dotted 

lines. The clamping element 13 is slidingly guided within a limited travel on a sliding 

guide 21 arranged at the first sliding carriage 11.1 The control cam 15 is likewise 

borne to be rotatable on a rotational axle 22 of a metal retaining plate 23 at the first 

sliding carriage 11.1 of the first door leaf 12.1 and projects by a hinge spigot 24 into a 

cut-out 25 of a metal retaining plate 23. It is held in a closed setting (Figure 4) 

through a tension force 54 by the door drive 1 by way of the belt-shaped drive means 7 

and drawn into an open setting (Figure 5) through a tension spring 26. In that case, a 

roller 27 arranged at the sheet metal carrier 9 serves as riding roller for the outline of 

the control cam 15.35
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The different settings of the entraining member parallelogram 18 and of the cage 

door latching are illustrated in the Figures 6 to 9. The entraining member 

parallelogram 18 is arranged on a metal carrier plate 28 at the first sliding carriage 

11.1 It consists of two cams 29 and 30, which are articulatedly connected with an

5 upper lever 31 and a lower lever 32, which are in their turn borne to be rotatable on 

hinge spigots 33 and 34 of the metal carrier plate 28. A pull rod 36, which connects the 

entraining member parallelogram 18 with the control cam 15, is articulated on an axle 

35 at the lower lever. The pull rod 36 is equipped with a length equalisation 37 and 

displays an abutment 38 for a double lever 39 and a ramp cam 40 for a support roller

1 0 41 fixedly arranged at the sheet metal carrier 23. The double lever 39 is articulatedly 

connected at one end by a spigot 42 with the pull rod 36 and rests by the middle rotary 

bearing on the axle 24, which projects into the cut-out 25 of the metal retaining plate 

23, of the control cam 15. The double lever 39 is drawn in a rest position by the force 

of a tension spring 43 against ths abutment 38 of the pull rod 36. An elastic buffer 44

1 5 is provided at the axle 24 of the control cam 15 in order to damp the opening movement

of the control cam 15 at the end of the cut-out 25. A rotary spigot 45, at which a cabin 

door latch 46 is borne to be pivotable, is provided at the upper end of the metal retaining 

plate 23. One end of an actuating strap 47 is articulated at the front part of the cage door 

latch 46, the other end of which displays an actuating roller 49 guided in a coulisse 48

2 0 of the metal retaining plate 23. A latching roller 50 and a contact bridge 51, which co

operate with a latching cam 52 fastened at the sheet metal carrier 9 of the lift cage and 

an electrical safety contact 53 monitoring the latched position of the cage door latching, 

are arranged at the rear part of the cage door latch 46.

The aforedescribed equipment operates as following:

2 5 The three-leaf telescopically sliding cage door, which is illustrated by way of example in

the Figures 1, 2 and 3, consists of throe door leaves 12=1. 12.2 and 12.3, which are 

suspended at three sliding carriages 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 running on parallelly arranged 

guide rails 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3. The drive means 7 of the door drive 1 is connected 

with the door leaf 12.1, which must traverse the greatest travel for the opening or

3 0 closing of the door opening 8. Both the other door leaves 12.2 and 12.3 are driven

indirectly by way of in themselves known cable pulls 16 and 17 in such a manner that 

the middle door leaf 12.2 traverses two thirds of the travel and the third door leaf 12.3 

traverses one third of the travel of the directly drive door leaf 12.1 at the same time 

and, for example with the cage door open, all three door leaves 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3 lie

3 5 one behind the other in exact congruency at the same time laterally outside the cage door
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opening. In the closed state, the three door leaves 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3 lie one staggered 

behind the other and cover the door opening 8 entirely. The switched-on cage door drive 

1 in that case acts by way of the belt-shaped drive means 7 by the tension force 54 on 

the driven door leaf 12.1 and brings the sliding cage door into both the settings.

5 The door drive device, the entraining member parallelogram and the latching

mechanism have the task of holding the cage door latched during the travel of the cage and 

of unlatching and coupling together the cage door and the shaft door in a target storey in 

order that the shaft door is opened and closed together with the cage door actuated by the 

door drive device and of latching both doors again before an onward travel. Additionally,

1 0 the regulations are to be fulfilled that, in the case of a current failure, the cage door 

must remain latched outside the door region of a storey or the cage door and the 

corresponding shaft door are unlatched automatically in the door opening region of the 

storey so that both doors can be opened together manually by a locked-in passenger.

In the closed end setting, the cage door is latched by the driven door leaf 12.1, for

1 5 which see the Figures 1, 4, 6 and 8. The tension force 54 engaging at the belt-shaped

drive means 7 acts by way of the clamping element 13 and the toggle lever 14 also on the 

control cam 15, which is urged against the force of the tension spring 26 by its outline 

against the roller 27 firmly arranged at the sheet metal carrier 9. In that case, the pull 

rod 36 assumes the lowest setting and by way of the lower lever 32 urges both the cams

2 0 29 and 30 of the entraining member parallelogram 18 into the closed setting. The cams

29 and 30 of the entraining member parallelogram 18 move away from the fixed and 

movable coupling rollers 19 and 20 of the shaft door, during which the movable coupling 

roller 20 is displaced and latches the shaft door. A not illustrated safety contact 

monitors the latching of the shaft door electrically. At the same time, the pivotably

2 5 borne cage door latch 46 is guided by its latching roller 50 over the latching cam 52,

the cage door is latched and the electrical safety contact 53 is closed by the contact bridge 

51. In this state, the lift cage is ready for the onward travel.

On arrival at a target storey, the door drive device 1 is switched over, for which 

the tension force 54 at the belt-shaped drive means 7 changes its direction (see Figures

3 0 5, 6 and 9 for this). Before the sliding door executes a movement, the clamping element

13 is drawn along the sliding guide 21 in opening direction, during which the control

cam 15 is turned about the rotational axle 22 by way of the toggle lever 14 and the

outline of the control cam 15 rolls along the roller 27 firmly arranged at the sheet

metal carrier 9. The outline of the control cam 15 is so executed that a low-jerk

3 5 opening and closing of the entraining member parallelogram 18 and the doors is assured
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on the closing side. The control cam rotates until the elastic buffer 44 stands against the 

axle 24, which projects into the cut-out 25 of the metal retaining plate 23, at the end of ’ 

the cut-out 25. In the meantime, the entraining member parallelogram 18 opens, being 

actuated by the pull rod 36 connected by way of the double lever 39 with the control cam

5 15, until both cams 29 and 30 of the entraining member parallelogram 18 stand against 

the fixed and movable coupling rollers 19 and 20 of the shaft door present. In that case, 

the movable coupling roller 20 is urged away through a certain distance and the shaft 

door unlatched thereby. The entraining member parallelogram 18 assumes the middle 

setting, which is indicated in chain-dotted lines in Figure 6 and in which the slightly

1 0 obliquely set pull rod 36 stands by the ramp cam 40 on the supporting roller 41 and the 

double lever 38 is urged upwardly against the force of the spring 43 and the double 

lever 25 in its turn urges the actuating roller 49 of the cage door latch 46 upwardly. In 

that case, the cage door latch 46 is pivoted about the rotary spigot 45 by way of the 

actuating strap 47 and the latching roller 50 I? led out of the latching position. The cage

1 5 door can now be opened entirely by the door drive 1.

If a lift cage is situated within the door opening region of a storey in the case of 

current failure, the unlatching of the shaft door latching and the cage door latching takes 

place in the same manner as illustrated above, with the exception that the force of the 

tension spring 26 takes the place of the tension force 54, which acts from the door drive

2 0 1 on the control cam 15, and rotates the control cam 15, displaces the clamping element

13 by the belt-shaped drive means 7 in the sliding guide 21, opens the entraining 

member parallelogram 18 and unlatches the shaft door latching and the cage door 

latching. A passenger, who has possibly been locked in, then has the possibility of 

opening the cage door and the coupled-on shaft door together by hand.

25 If a cage door is situated outside the door opening zone of a storey in case of

current failure, no unlatching of the cage door latching takes place, in the case of 

current failure, the tension force 54 on the control cam 15 disappears again. The force 

of the tension spring 26 pulls on the control cam 15 and turns it about its rotational 

axle 22, whilst the outline of the control cam 15 rolls along the roller 27 firmly

3 0 arranged at the sheet metal carrier 9 until the elastic buffer 44 stands against the axle

24, which projects into the cut-out 25 of the metal retaining plate 23, at the end of the

cut-out 25. In that case, the clamping element 13 is displaced in opening direction on

the sliding guide 21 by the belt-shaped drive means 7 by way of the toggle lever 14 and

the entraining member parallelogram 18 is opened by way of the puli rod 36. Since no

3 5 coupling rollers 19 of a shaft door are present, the entraining member parallelogram
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18 opens maximally, whilst the pull rod 36 assumes the highest setting, in which the 

double lever 39 is urged upwardly on the pull rod side and downwardly on the unlatching 

side about the axle 24. The actuating roller 49 of the cage door latch 46 is not displaced 

and the cage door latching remains latched. A passenger, who has possibly been locked

5 in, cannot open the cage door manually (see Figure 8 for this).

A telescopically sliding door with three door leaves is explained in the preceding

description and illustrated in the Figures 1, 2 and 3. It Is readily possible to equip any 

other kind of sliding door with the door drive device according to the invention, for 

example also a centrally opening telescopically sliding door.

10 A different drive means, for example a thrust crank drive, could also be provided

in place of a belt-shaped drive means for the transmission of the opening and closing 

movements from door drive to the door leaves.

It happens that unequally high shaft doors must be coupled with a door drive 

device for the cage door and be actuated for the same lift, for example higher shaft doors

. 15 at the ground floor and lower shaft doors in the remaining storeys. The cage and the shaft• · · ·
. door are in that case designed for the highest shaft door. It is readily possible with the
I door drive device according to the invention to adapt the height position of the entraining

« · ·
; ,·*, member parallelogram for the coupling-on of the shaft doors to the lowest shaft door and
• · · ·

.....: to prolong solely the pull rod 36 for the operation of the cage door latching arranged at• ·
2 0 the upper end of a cage door leaf or the actuation of the unlatching of this cage door 

latching.
• · ·• · ·• · ·

• · ·• · ·
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THE SIAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. Door drive device with latching mechanism for lifts, in which device a cage door, 

which is connectible through a coupling mechanism with a shaft door and is movable in 

the region of the storeys by a door drive (1), wherein the coupling mechanism consists 

of an entraining member parallelogram (18) borne at a cage door leaf (11.1) and two 

coupling rollers (19, 20) arranged at each shaft door and the door drive (1) comprises 

a drive motor (2) arranged above the cage, an intermediate gear (3) and a belt-shaped 

drive means (7), which is connected through an actuating organ with the cage door and 

fixes the cage door in the closed and in the open setting and the latching mechanism 

comprises a pivotably borne cage door latch (46), which is monitored by a safety 

contact (53), is arrestable at an abutment, latches by its own weight in a retaining 

position and which is urgeable by an actuating equipment into a releasing position, 

characterised thereby, that the actuating organ arranged at the cage door is a control cam 

(15), which actuates the entraining member parallelogram (18) by way of a pull rod 

(36), is borne to be rotatable at a sliding carriage (11.1) of a sliding door leaf (12.1) 

and which is articulatedly connected with the drive means (7) by way of a toggle lever

(14) and that a roller (27), on which the outline of the control cam (15) rolls along, is 

borne to be rotatable and non-displaceable at the sheet metal carrier (9) on the closing 

side.

2. Door drive device according to claim 1, characterised thereby, that an axle (24), 

which projects into a cut-out (25) of a metal retaining plate (23) and comprises an 

elastic buffer (44), which is present at the end of the cut-out (25) and limits the 

rotation of the control cam (15) in opening direction, is arranged at the control cam

(15) .

3. Door drive device according to claim 1, characterised thereby, that the actuating 

equipment for the cage door latch (46) is an actuating strap (47), which is guided in a 

coulisse (46) o'i the metal retaining plate (23), displays an actuating roller (49), is 

articulatedly connected with the cage door latch (46) and which is urgeable upwardly by 

a double lever (49), which is borne on the axie (24) of the control cam (15), is 

articulatedly connected with the pull rod (36) and acts on the actuating roller (49).
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4. Door drive device according to claim 1, characterised thereby, that the pull rod 

(36) displays a ramp cam (40), which in an open position of the entraining member 

parallelogram (18) runs up onto a supporting roller (41) firmly arranged on the 

carrier metal plate (23).

5. Door drive device according to claim 1, characterised thereby, that the pul! rod 

(36) displays a length equalisation (37) adjustable to an exact length.

6. Door drive device according to claim 3, characterised thereby, that the pull rod 

(36) displays an abutment (38) retaining the double lever (49) in a rest position by 

the force of a tension spring (43).

DATED this 10th day of April, 1992. 
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ABSTRACT

It is possible with this device to open the cage door of a lift cage situated in the 

region of a storey together with a coupled-on shaft door, driven automatically in the 

normal case or manually in the case of current failure. If the lift cage is situated outside 

a storey, the cage door remains latched. A control cam (15), which is arranged at the 

upper end of a door leaf of the cage door, is articuiatedly connected with the door drive 

device by way of a belt-shaped drive means. The control cam (15) causes a low-jerk 

opening and closing of the cage door on the closing side and of an entraining member 

parallelogram (18), which is necessary for the coupling of the shaft door to the cage 

door and connected by a pull rod (36) with the control cam (15). A latching mechanism 

with a pivotably borne cage door latch (46) and an electrical safety contact is likewise 

arranged at the upper end of the same door leaf independently of the door drive device. 

The cage door latch (46) displays an actuating roller (46), which is actuated through a 

double lever (39) articuiatedly connected with the entraining member parallelogram 

(18) and the control cam (15), for the unlatching when the cage stands in the door 

opening region of a storey.

• · ·• · ··· · ·
• · · ·• ·• · · ·
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